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split window : i personally prefer splitting my windows vertically. this
is what sublime text does by default. however, if i have a window

open on a side, i can't just drag another window to it. this is a
common complaint of st users, and this is not possible with slickedit. i

have not seen anyone do this, but if i can do it, then i am sure
someone else can as well. i imagine that this is one of the reason st is

called a text editor and not an ide. you can do this with jedit, and i
assume there are plugins for it, too. slickedit is a cross-platform
attempt to break this trend as a multi-language code editor that

allows programmers to create, navigate, modify, build, and debug
code faster and more accurately. there are several features unique to
slickedit that will make of it interest to programmers. ive used both

slickedit and sublimetext for a significant amount of time (12 months
on slickedit, nearly 2 years with sublime). heres my 2 cents (which
arjan will immediately discount). i read the drdobbs article, and it

smacks of someone that spent a day or 2 on each editor. he discounts
the code map on the side as eye candy, but ive found it to be

extremely useful. its surprising how quickly i can just scroll to the bit
of code im interested in just by its appearance visually. he also left off
some of the most interesting features of slickedit, such as the built in
versioning of edited files. although i dont code c++ in eclipse, i was

able to use slickedit to write c++ code. it features a nice way of
working with templates; let me explain. the editor supports both c++
and c# as far as i know. so, when i code c++, i code it in the way as i
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would do it in c#. for example, if i wanted to create a simple class
called line, i would start with a line class declaration. then, i would

write an empty constructor. after that, i would write the class
members and functions. as c# is a superset of c++, this approach

works for c# as well. if i wanted to add c++ support to the line class, i
would create a c++ constructor that takes a line object as a

parameter. then, i would write a function that returns the object's
length. and that is pretty much it.
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SlickEdit is lightweight and free, and it runs on every {en:Open
Source} {en:Linux} {en:OSX} {en:Windows} {en:MacOSX} {en:OS}
{en:OS}, so it will be available on all these platforms. It is also cross-
platform, so it does not require any {en:DLL} {en:OSX Daemon} or

{en:GUI} {en:OSX Frontend} to run. The editor has the ability to edit
multiple languages at once, so that you can jump from {en:Python}

to {en:C} to {en:MATLAB} in the same file without switching between
{en:GUI} interfaces. SlickEdit is a cross-platform attempt to break this

trend as a multi-language code editor that allows programmers to
create, navigate, modify, build, and debug code faster and more

accurately. There are several features unique to SlickEdit that will
make of it interest to programmers. I fell in love with SlickEdit a few

years ago when I noticed its ads on our Web site. Although most
companies use the sort of Web ads you'd expect in the tech industry,

I took a second look when LOLCat images appeared in the place of
our regular ads. Admittedly, for a moment I thought perhaps we'd

been hacked, but when I realized I was looking at a clever marketing
campaign, I decided the folks at SlickEdit were okay in my book. I

recently had the chance to review SlickEdit, and although my
programming skills are fairly novice, SlickEdit made me feel right at

home. Tim McDonough likes Geany: I recently learned about an open
source programmer's editor called Geany that I like very much so far.

It has pre-compiled versions for both Windows and Linux
environments and has a lot of nice features for managing software

projects, build tools, etc. 5ec8ef588b
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